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Abstract 

The work concerns cnoidal and solitary wave solutions of the Boussinesq 
equations in the context of finite difference methods. Existence of permanent 
wave forms is discussed and approximate solutions are found for one partic
ular discrete formulation by perturbation techniques. These techniques can 
be applied to most difference and regular element discretizations of equations 
describing weakly nonlinear and dispersive waves. No proof of convergence of 
the perturbation expansions is established, but the appropriateness of the solu
tions is confirmed through comparison with the results of computer simulations. 
From the perturbation seriesit is found that the pha.se speed of solitons is use
less for evaluation of numerical methods, and that asymmetries in the discrete 
equations may ruin the soliton solution. The availability of a discrete closed 
form solution also enables discussion of existence and acurracy of permanent 
wave forms with oblique orientations relative to the grid. 
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One of the most instructive ways of evaluating a numerical method is to investi
gate its capability of reproducing simple, a.na.lytica.l solutions. Often, this involves a 
large number of test runs on a computer with uncertainties concerning code-errors, 
limitations on grid resolutions, introduction of unwanted boundary conditions etc. 
However, in many cases "manual" analysis of the methods may provide an attractive 
alternative. For wave problems the most important example is Fourier analys]s which 
is applicable to linear equations with constant coefficients. Unfortunately, such anal
ysis is seldom carried beyond the establishment of dispersion relations and simple 
stability criteria. Nevertheless, classical methods of analysis, traditiona.lly applied t.o 
differential equations etc., often work equally well with discretized problems. Thus, 
discrete solutions of closed form may occasionally be derived for problems involv
ing coupling between modes, nontrivial boundary conditions or nonlinearities. Such 
solutions are of great value both for evaluating numerical methods a.nd for valida
tion of computer programs. The solutions could be viewed as analytical solutions 

H_to discrete problems -However, we will a.void such termr. a.nd re~erve -tM. notAtion

analytical for direct treatment of differential equations. In the present pa.per we will 
study numerical representations of some simple solutions of the nonlinear Boussincsq 
equation. 

For surface gravity waves in shallow water there are two important nonlinear so
lutions of permanent form, namely the soliton and the periodic cnoida.l wave. Both 
are important in the context of complex wave patterns as well as represent a.ti ves of 
nonlinear waves in their own right. Particularly the soliton has received an apprecia
ble attention in the literature. The remarkable collision properties of these nonlinear 
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waves nas 'Deen stua1ea-in a series of papers tnrougnfne lasCdecaaes, some ofwh1cri---------
involve numerical integration. Also the propagation of solitons over shelves and their 
run up on vertical or inclined planes have been extensively studied ([7], [8], [10], [11], 
[17], [21] and many more). These works do not focus exclusively on the peculiar 
properties of the soliton solution itself, but also on features concerning non Ii near 
waves in general. An example is the question of nonlinear modifications to Greens' 

-~-~~ 

law for amplification in shoaling water. In the last years the topic of nonlinear ship 
wave patterns in shallow water has become popular. Particularly, attention has been 
paid to the upstream radiation of solitons that has been observed in the transcriti
cal regime ([3], [4], [9], [14], [19], [29]). The nonlinear shallow water theory do also 
describe ocean waves in coastal regions and their impact on harbours etc. These a.re 
the motivations for works like [1], [2], [23] and [25]. 

Even though soliton and cnoidal wave solutions also are widely used for valida
tion of numerical techniques, the problem of finding numerical counterparts to the 
analytical solutions has hardly been addressed. In the limit of very refined grid rcs
oh1tions one would always expect to reproduce the solutions fairly well, at least for 
moderate time intervals. Still, many problems involving slow evolution, refraction, 
interaction etc. of solitons, will be very sensitive to even extremely slow numerical 

·growth/ damping or disintegration of the wave forms. Besides, such cases generally 
require discretization of large domains with corresponding limitations on the grid 
increments. As a consequence, the results of the computations may be confused or 
even dominated by spurious effects. 

The succeeding sections will contain approximate close form solutions for solitary 
a.nd cnoidal waves moving in a finite difference grid. The study of the latter wave type 
will be con~ned to the Stokes wave limit (small Ursell numbers). Cases of intermediate 
and large Ursell numbers can probably be treated analogously as for the soliton, but 
we believe that the addition of such an analysis will give but little new insight of 
the numerics. The work will be concentrated on a shallow water formulation and 
numerical techniques that have been used previously by the author. Nevertheless, 
the principles of the analysis will apply equally well to most finite difference and 
finite element discretization on a regular mesh. 

2 Formulation 

The equations will be formulated in a coordinate system with horizontal axes, 0;1:* 

and oy*, in the undisturbed water level and the vertical axis, oz*, pointing upwards. 
The asterisks fodicate dimensional quantities. The fluid is confined to -h* < z* < 17* 
and the depth averaged velocity and the velocity potential are denoted by v* and ¢* 
_f_espectively~ W~jntrqguce ~-tl!~:r:acteristic_d~j>_tlLh___a_,__WaY~k!1_gih e} (j,filI>lit11Q.~:_ nh1L,_ . 
and dimensionless variables, according to 

z* = h0 z 

t* = t(gh0tlt 
1 

</>* = al(gh0)2 </> 

x* = lx y* = fy 

h* = h0 h(x, y, t) ry* = nhorl (1) 
1 

v* = a(gh0 )2v 

where g is the acceleration of gravity. The x- and y- components of v will be referred 
to as u and v respectively. In various sections we will use different horizontal length 
scales, l. To make comparisons easier within the report, as well as with other works, 
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--- we introduce a reference sea.Ting oase<l. on using tlie <l.eptli as 5otli--horizonta.l a.nd 
vertical length scale. This leads to the following definitions of x, y, i and ft: 

x = x*/ho y = y*/ho i = (gho)h* /ho iJ = 17*/ho (2) 

2.1 The Boussinesq equation 
~--- -----

For long waves in shallow water, weakly dispersive and nonlinear theories can be 
established through expansions in the small parameters a and c h6/ f'.2 • The re
sulting equations may be cast into a variety of forms due to the choice of variables, 
extra assumptions etc. In the subsequent sections we will mainly be concerned with 
one particular version of the Boussinesq equations. Other important shallow watei· 
equations are the KdV (Korteweg-de Vries) equation, which describes unidirectional 
waves, and the KP (Kadomtsev-Petviashvili) which is a weakly three-dimensional 
generalization of the KdV equation. Derivations and discussion of Boussinesq equa
tions a.re given in many text books and articles. The references [22], [28] , [19] and 
[20] are of particular relevance to the present work. 

In the case of constant depth, h .:.... 1, the Boussinesq equations expressed in terms 
of the depth averaged velocity potential read: 

+ O(ae::) (3) 

(4) 

In three dimensions this set is solved numerically in [19] and· [25]. Recognizing \7 rjJ 

as v, the average horizontal velocity, the equations may be rewritten to give: 

T/t = -\7 · ((1 + a77)v) 
a ( 2) .· 1 . 2 

Vt+ -\7 V = -\717 + -t:\7 Vt 
2 3 

which is another formulation· that is frequently used. 

2.2 The numerical procedure 

(5) 

(G) 

We will concentrate the study on the numerical techniques discussed and used in [18], 
[19], [20] and [23]. In the present paper we will only recapitulate the methods briefly, 
including some useful nomenclature. 

The approximation to a quantity fat a grid-point with coordinates (/36.x, 16.y, 

x;6.t) where 6.x, 6.y and 6.t are the grid increments, is denoted by Jt~ . To improve 
the readability of the difference equations we introduce the symmetric difference 
Qperatm.,._fia,_~ _ __ _ -·--·--·-- __ _ 

8 ;(it) 1 (!(it) !(it) ) 
:cJ f3,-y = 6.x f3+t.-Y - f3-t,-y (7) 

and the midpoint average operator -x by: 

(-Jx)(it) 1 (J(it) J(it) ) 
{3,-y = 2 f3-!."Y + f3+!."Y (8) 

Difference and average operators with respect to the other coordinates y and tare 
defined correspondingly. We note that all combinations of these opera.tors a.re com
mutative. To abbreviate the expressions further we also group terms of identical 
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---------inaices insicle square brac:KefS,leavmg tli.e super- ana subscripts outsiae1he bracket. ----
These notations are adopted from [18]. 

In [19] the set (3) and ( 4) was discretized exclusively by centered differences an cl 
averaging. Hence, both the continuity and the Bernoulli equation gave difference 
equations that were implicit in space. To decouple the implicitness in the two equa.-
tions, a grid staggered in time was used. This also improves the accuraqr _ _filgnifica.ntly ______ · _· _ 

~~------~-

for particular combinations of grid increments. The difference equations read: 

[8t17 = -8x{(l + aJtt)8x</>} - 8y{(l + a1]1't)8y</>} + 11C1Jt+!l (9) 

[St</>+ T + 11 - i(s; + s;)st<f> + 11C2 = oJti) (10) 

where 
[T(n) =; {(8x¢°)(n-t)(8x¢;"X)(n+!) + (by~)(n-!)(by~/n+!)}]i,j (11) 

and 11Ci, vC2 are numerical correction terms that remove second order errors from 
the hydrostatic parts of the equations. Thus, the overall discretization error is 
0(.6.x2 ,.6.y2,.6.t2 ) for v = 0 and O(t.6.x2 ,a.6.x2 ,.6.x4,t:Ay2 ,a.6.y2 ,· ··)for 11 = 1. The 
cqrrection terms read: 

(12) 

( 13) 

When 11 is set to zero, it is shown in [20] that the difference equations (9) and (10) 
are equivalent to the following representation of (6) and (5): 

[8t17 = -8x{(l + a1ft)u} - 8y{(l + ajf't)v}Jt+tl (14) 

[Stu+ bxT = -D:cfJ + _:(8; + s:)btu = O)~+n)l . (1.5) 
3 ,, ' 2.J 

[btV + 8'JIT - -b'J/17 + _:(8; + t!,)8tv = 0]~~)+1 (16) 3 " 1,3 2 

{T(n) = ; {(ux)(n-!)(u:c)(n+!) + (vY)(n-!)(vY)(n+!)n,j (l 7) 

These are the constant depth versions of the difference equations in [18] and [23]. 

3 Cnoidal waves 

It is well known that the nonlinear KdV or Boussinesq equations possess a family of 
··plane and periodic wave solutions of permanent form, generally i'eferreafo--asc11oieta1-
waves. The solutions are governed by two parameters, the amplitude and wave length, 
that determine the shape and frequency. A thorough discussion of cnoidal waves is 
found in [26]. Fe>r small ratios a to f the cnoid~l wave solution coincides with the 
shallow water Stokes' wave. The latter solution is found by expanding the field vari
ables and the frequency simultaneously in powers of a. The series for the frequency 
is achieved by requiring the expansions for the field variables to be consistent and 

uniformly valid in space and time. Details on the Stokes' wave expansion are given 
in [12]. 
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--------- Assuming no y-depenclence ana----a.enoting flie wave num5er a11cl-frec1t1enc~y b.Y k 
and w respectively, we may define the Stokes' wave expansion according to: 

TJ = Yo(O) + aY].(O) + · .. 
</> = Rt + Fx + <!lo( 0) + a<ll1 ( 0) + 

__ w Wo + aw1 +~a~~-+- · · · 

= k(co + ac1 + a 2c2 + · · ·) 

( 18) 

(19) 

(20) 

where 0 = kx - wt and the functions Yj, cI> i are periodic. We will choose o. a.s 
the amplitude of the first harmonic of 77, which means that Yo(O) =cos e. A similar 
expansion can be applied to the difference equations (9) and (10). Letting .6.x, .6.t --+ 0 
we will then reproduce the analytical solution of (3) and ( 4). We shall not discuss all 
the details of the tedious and rather straightforward arithmetics, but we note that the 
calculations are substantially simplified by the following observations and definitions: 

• The horizontal length scal~ds chosen according to R = l/k*, which means Lha.t 
k = 1. A new time variable is defined by r = wt. We note that 8tF(O) = 
w8'TF( 8) where tlr = wilt 

• We define ax = ).x sin(~), mx =cos(~) and an m'T correspondingly to obtain 
the relations: 
8x sin 0 = ax cos 0 sin Ox = mx sin 0 etc. 

• It is easily shown that 
h'x sin 28 = 2mxax cos 20 sin 2Bx = (2m; - 1) sin 20 etc. 

Naturally, in the limit .6.x, tlr --+ 0 the expansion becomes identical to the analytical 
one. 

3.1 The linear harmonic solution 

Inserting the series (18) through (20) in (9) and (10) we obtain to leading order: 

2 
2 ax co= . 

a;(1 + ~a;) Yo= cosO cl>o = Bo sin 0 (21) 

where B0 = eoa'T/a; and€.= t:+ i(tlt2 -.6.x2 ). The expression for c0 is naturally the 
discrete, linear dispersion relation. By restoring the grid increments into the right 
hand side and adopting the scaling according to equation (2) we obtain the stability 
criterion: 

-AP-< ··AX1-+ ± 
- 3 

and the leading numeric~ dispersion terms according to: 

(23) 

We observe that leading numerical error terms enter the expression to the same order 
in k as the dispersion terms. This has bearing for the choice of scaling indicated by 
equation (37) in section 4. 
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3.2 Th-e-sup-erharmunics 

To the next order we have to apply additional conditions to obtain unique solution. 
When the averaged surface elevation and horizontal mass flux are prescribed to be 
zero we find: 

where 

and 

1 m4 + 2m2 + 8£m2m2a2 
Ai = - x T - 3 x T x 

4 m 2 - m 2 + !.(m2 - l)a2m 2 
T X 3 X X X 

( 2.5) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

It is emphasized that the appearance of the coefficient Ri is related to the choice of 
the constant in the Bernoulli equation. Letting Ar, Ax-. 0 we find aA1 -. 0( aC 1 ). 

Hence, the expansion is meaningful only if t > a ~ t 2 which imply that the U rsell 
para.meter, a/t has to be small. Assuming O(Ax2 L\r2 ) ::::; 0( t) the expression for A 1 

can be expanded in orders of Ax2 , Ar2 to give: 

Ai = 3 + k(~A+ f2{(8v - 6)Ai2 - (811: 6)AX2}+ 0(:1£4, At4 ) (W) 

k2H + (1 - ~)(Ax2 - At2 ) + O(D.x4, At4 ) 

Noting that Ax = ll.t = 0 corresponds to the analytical (non-discrete) ca.se, we 
observe that, regardless of the wavelength, we must require ll.x, ll.i <t:: 1, .or v = 1 and 
ll.x =Ai, to reproduce Ai properly. In dimensional coordinates the first requirement 
corresponds to ll.x* ~ h* etc. We note that the correction terms do not improve the 
value of A1 markedly. 

4 The soliton solution 

The shallow water solitary wave is a single crested wave of permanent shape witli 
exponentially decaying tails extending to infinity. The propagation speed is slightly 
larger than that for infinitely long, linear waves. Solitary wave solutions are inherent. 
in the weilly.illspersiVe--and nonlinear- theories -corresponding-to- Bou.ss!I1-e~ic1-or -rz·av- -
equations. Strongly nonlinear solutions have been obtained by perturbating the full, 
inviscid set, as in [13] and [27]. The solitary wave solution has a large amount of 
interesting fea-tures and mathematics attached to it. Most remarkable is maybe the 
particle-like collision properties which have motivated the soliton name. Within the 
weakly nonlinear and dispersive approximation, solitons regain their original shapes 
after interaction. A survey on the theory of shallow water solitons can be found in 
(26] and [16). In the present paper, we will not attempt to discuss the performance 
of numerical methods in relation to interaction behavior etc. of solitons. Instead we 
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wtltconiine ourselves totne more oasic question of existence of single crestecl waves 
of permanent shape. Still, we will use the term soliton also for the discrete solutions. 

As demonstrated in section 3, Stokes wave expansion for the difference equations 
was, at least principally, as simple as for the differential equations. This is clue to 
the existence of Fourier transforms that are essentially identical for the discrete and 

___ the non-disc~ete case. However, the description of a general wave of permanent form 
moving in a grid is less straightforward, and the existence of such solutions is far from 
obvious. 

We will start with a brief look at a special case for which the concept of a per
manent wave form carries directly over to the discrete description. When the plane 
permanent wave form T/ = Y(x - ct), </> = ~(x - ct)are substituted into the differ
ential equations (3) and ( 4) we obtain a set of ordinary differential equations in the 
composite variable 0 = x - ct. But, even though we assume no y-dependencc and 
prescribe 'T]!j) = Y ( i6x - cj 6t) etc., the partial difference equations will degenerate 

· to ordinary ones. To achieve an equation that involves single indices only, we must 
assume c6t = 6x which means that the wave profile moves exactly one space i ncre
ment pr. time step. This is a.n awkward requirement, particularly since c generally 
has to be found as a part of the solution. Anyway, if we assume c6t = 6x, define 
O; = (j - ;)8x + c;6t and invoke 

(30) 

in (3) and (4) we obtain: 

[cY = (1 + aY°0)U]i 

[cU - ~T- Y - ~{a+ ~6x2 (c2 - l)}oiU = O]i 

(31) 

(32) 

where we have exploited that U and Y vanish at infinity and where U and T a.re 
defined according to: 

~(} -=6 
[864> = U]i Ti= Ui-!Ui+t (33) 

The ordinary difference equations (31), (32) together with the conditions at infinity 
·define a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for c. This problem is probably solvable by 
combining asymptotic approximations at infinity with a shooting technique, a.nd a. 

soliton solution is likely to exist. However, the existence of a solution for this par
ticular choice of grid increments, is not a reliable indication for the existence of such 
solutions in general. We will not pursue this case any further but instead turn to 
another and more general approach. 

Provided c6t/ 6x is a non-rational number all grid-points are associated wit.Ii 
- different valuei B}i)_-=~- cjAt a.nd th@ d@finition of a. permanent wave fonn -fs-ttB-t 

trivial. A simple definition is to link the existence of a solitary wa.ve to the existcnu~ 
of an analytical function Y(B) which satisfies the relation Y(B~j)) = T/fi) for all i and 

j. If Y exist it is uniquely determined because the set {aJi)} always has accumulation 
points1. When an analytic function is substituted into (9) and (10), or (14) through 
(17), all differences can be replaced by series of derivatives that are found by Taylor 
series expansions. Retaining only the leading discretization error terms we will then 

1 Accumulation point in the usual mathematical sense: a point for which we may find arbitrarily 
close (}~;) 

' 
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fina approximate solutl.ons totlle resulfing aifferential equafions. This correspond to 
the first few steps of a perturbation procedure that in principle can be carried out. Lo 

any order, thereby indicating that discrete solitary wave solutions do exist. However, 
no proof of convergence of the perturbation series is established. 

4.1 ---Xhe pel'ct-U-J.'cba-tl0-n-ex-pans-ien-

When the dependent variables in the difference equations are regarded as grid point 
values of analytical functions, we may apply Taylor series expansion. Expanding the 
quantities in (9}and (10) about (iAx,jAy,(n+~)At) and (iAx,jAy,nAt) respectively, 
we deduce the differential equations: 

At2 At4 

1Jt + 24 1Jttt + 1920 1Jttttt = -{(1 + a17)</>,Jx + D(x) - {(1 + CtTJ)c/>y}y + D(y) 

v Ax2 Ay"' 
- 12 (Ax2+Ay2)(</>+12</>xx + 12</>yy)xxyy (34) 

+0( aAx2i Ay2i At2k' Ax21 Ay2J At2K) 

L\t2 L\t4 a . a 
</>t + . 24 <f>ttt + 1920 </>ttttt + 2 ( </>x) 2 + 2 ( </>y) 2 + 1J 

{ e: v 2 2)} { f v ( 2 2 } - J + 12 (At - L\x <f>xxt + R(x) - J + 12 At - D.y ) </>yyt + R(y) (35) 

+O( aAx2i Ay2i D..t2k, e:L\x2i Ay2i At2k, Ax21 Ay2J At2K) 

where i + j + k = 2, I+ J + K = 3 and 

Expressions for E(y) and D(y) are obtained simply by replacing x by y in the above 
definitions. We seek permanent wave solutions as functions of the composite variable 

() = k(x cos-¢+ y sin¢ - d) (36) 

where¢ is the angle between the x-axis a.nd the direction of wave advance. Prescrib-
-~- ---·· - ---- ---·-- -----· ---· -- ----- ---

a=e: Ax2 =0(a) Ay2 =0(a) At2 =0(a) 

we may assume the expansions: 

1J = Y( B) = Yo + aYi + a2Y; + ... 
U = 8</>/8x = Uo + aU1 + a2 U2 + ... 
k = 1 + ak1 + a'J k2 + .. . 
c = 1 + ac1 + a 2c2 + .. . 

9 
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~quation (37) correspoJJ-ds to rather large grid increments, namely .6.x* ,...., h* etc. 
However, in 3-D simulations the resolution often have to be very coarse. According 
to [19] and [20] sufficient accuracy may be still be achieved by introduction of simple 
correction terms, or sometimes by choosing an optimal time step. The simpler ca.se of 
a more refined grid will be discussed later. The expansion of k is necessary because 

____ the shape and leggth of tlte soliton, as the speed of_propagation, depend on the 
amplitude. The zeroth order term of k can be chosen arbitrarily without l<;>ss of 
generality. At () = ±oo we require Y = Y' - Y" = · · · = U = U' = U" = · · · = 0. 
A definition of a can be given by max Yo = 1. This definition is not precise unless 
we add the condition that solutions qf the same mathematical form as Yo must be 
excluded from higher order terms. Substitution into (34),(35) and integration of the 
former give: 

( 42) 

( 43) 

The coefficients are given by: 

A t2 e2 v 2 2 2 • 2 2 
12 = /3 = -. /1 = -· µ = -.-(.6.t - cos 1/J.6.x - sm 4J.6.y ) 

24a 12a 12a 

K1 = 3--2 + ~(Ax2 + A1,i2)(Ax2 cos2 1/J + .6.y2 sin2 1/J) cos2 1/J sin2 1/J ( 44) 
360a 144 

At4 e2 e2 + !:lt2 !st2 
fi.2 = K3 = K.5 = -·- K:4 = K.s = -

1920a2 24a Sa 4a 
2e2 + (3µ + l)tlt2 

K 6 = 72a - "'2 

+~(.6.x2 cos4 ,,P(!:lt2 -Ax2 ) + Ay2 sin4 1/J(At2 - .6.y2 )) 
144 

2e2 + 3!:lt2 
K,7 = 

12a 

where e2 = !:lx2 cos4 1/J+Ay2 sin4 1/J and e4 = Ax4 cos6 1/J+!:ly4 sin6 1/J. The distinctions 
between coefficients with equal values are kept for generality. Invoking the series 
expansion and requiring that every order of a shall vanish, we obtain a hierarchy of 
equations of the form: 

Yi - Ui = Ri(Yo .. }i_i, Uo .. Ui-1i .. c;, .. ki-1) 
·· Tli·~·Yi -~---l'i-1; u~:-:ui-_~;-.. Ci~-.:ti:..0 

where Ro = H0 = 0. This means that, after having computed Yi-i, Uj_ 1 , we find 1j, 
uj by solving the set: 

(47) 

The latter equation is a solubility condition for the next order. 
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------4-;-2-Thrnru-t-h order solut-ion 

" 

For the leading terms of the expansion we obtain U0 = Yo and 

2uY~' +(~Yo - 2c1)Yo = 0 ( 48) 

--where u - tG +µ+it- / 2 -- 13 ). lntegrationof Yo times ( 48) immediately gives: 

(49) 

The above equation, together with (48), will be used to remove derivatives of }'0 from 
the right hand side of the higher order equations. This will work as long as the sum 
of the number of derivations applied to all factors of each term is even. To a.void 
negative solitons with negative c1 we have to require u > 0. Anyway, this turns out 
to be a much weaker condition than the linear stability criterion (22). From the above 
equation and the constraint max Yo = 1 we find: 

1 
C1 = -

2 
(.50) 

-2( e ) Yo= cosh ·~ 
2y2u 

( .51) 

A few import.int observations should be ma.de at this stage. We note that to order 
a the propagation speed, c, is independent of the discretization, whereas the shape 
of the soliton is not. In fa.ct, even an erroneous factor before the dispersion term will 
not alter c to this order. Therefore, considerations on propagation speeds of solitons 
alone should never be used to validate numerical methods. 

The quantity u has a simple interpretation. If the nonlinear term of ( 48) is 
omitted the equation must describe linear solutions of permanent form, which means 
sinusoidal waves. In this case the perturbation parameter a have to he regarded 
as a measure of wavelength instead of amplitude. To get a unique definition of the 
parameter we demand that the dimensionless wave number equals unity and find 
c1 = -u which means: 

c = 1 - u(k*h0 ) 2 + O((k*h0 ) 4 ) ( .52) 

The analysis in the present section has so fa.r been concerned only with the difference 
formulation (9) and (10), alternatively (14) and (15). However, any consistent and 
regular discretization of the Boussinesq equations will lead to a zeroth order solution 
of the form (51) with u having the above interpretation. A consequence is that the 
zeroth order solution for the discrete solitary wave can be deduced from the linear 
h,droetatic dispersion relation. ·(The "analytical part" or--<7 is always !Tllii81s·- -
different for KdV or KP(Kadomtsev-Petsiavili) equations which are expressed in 
terms of a. composite variable x - t in addition to a slow time variation. 

We note that to the present order a.11 numerical ttrors di"Sappea.r when the correc
tion terms a.re retained (v = 1), or if !lt2 = !lx2 cos4 'lj; + !ly2 sin4 'lj;. In these cases 
the difference equations are accurate to the same order as the Boussinesq equations, 
provided that (37) holds. 
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4--:3-Tne first order solution -

Most of the important features of discrete solitons are revealed by the leading terms 
alone. In fact, the 0( ac, c2 ) error terms of the Boussinesq equations themscl vcs 
would enter the perturbation scheme at the next stage. Still, we will advance the 
perturbation expansion one step further to indicate the existence of solitary wave 
solutions-of-the set--t9) and-(-10)-:--B~sides-;-it is essential for veriftca.ttort of numenca.I
methods and programs to have as precise descriptions as possible of both analytical 
and numerical solutions, even though the accuracy of the basic theory is limited. 
Rewriting Rb R2 and H 2 from equation (45) and (46), repeatedly using (48) and 
( 49) to remove derivatives of Yo and finally eliminating U1 we obtain an equation of 
the form · 

L(Yi) = 2a.Y;' + (3Yo - l)Yi = aYo + bYc} + fY03 (53) 

where 

( ,54) 

( ,5,5) 

"( 56) 

Contrary to ( 48) equation (53) is linear, but inhomogeneous, and have variable co
efficients. However, by differentiating (48) it is immediately realized that V = }'~ 

is a solution of the homogeneous equation L(V) = 0. The other homogeneous solu
tion grows exponentially as ()-+ ±oo. If H(i) is defined as the symmetric and finite 
solution of L(V) =Yd it is easily shown that: 

H(i) = ~OY~ + Yo 
2 

H(2) = ~Yo (.57) 
3 

nU+i) = 1 (y;i - (J·.2 - l)H(j)) J. > 2 
3 1 . ·2 0 -

- 2J -J 

For Yi we thus find: 
--·-·----- ---------·------t-----·· --·--- - -----i-:-·-··-·------ -· 1------ ---
Yi= ,BY~+ a(20Y~ +Yo)+ ( 3b +!)Yo - 2fYi ( .58) 

The first term on the right hand side corresponds to a constant phase shift of order o: 

in Yo. Thus, requiring that the maximum shall be located at()= 0 to all orders yields 
,8 = 0. The second term violates the uniformity of the expansion (secular term) and 
we must have a= 0. Finally, the third term only modify the definition of n a.nd must 
be prescribed to vanish to give unique values for c2 and k1 . This gives: 

(59) 
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------------For a more refinea gna we may assume Uiat the increments are of order a instead 
of oJ. In this case the discretization errors will first appear in the equations for Yi 
and U1 and only cause a modification of k1 • We shall not go into details but merely 
state that when the grid increments are restored into (51) the resulting expression is 
valid also in this case. 

.. 

4.4 Higher order terms 

Provided sufficient terms from the Taylor series expansion are retained in ( 34) and 
(35), the expansion can be carried out to any order, although the arithmetics becomes 
unbearable. It is easily realized that only terms of even derivatives will enter the 
counterparts of (42) and (43). For product terms the sum of the derivatives of ea.ch 
factor has to be even. We may then recursively obtain equations of the form: 

n+2 

L(Yn) = I: a~n)0o (60) 
i:o::l 

where ain) and a~n) are functions of C(n+i) and kn. This equation can be handled in the 
same manner as (53). Solutions Yn, that vanish at infinity, can thus be found for a.JI n. 
Formally, the total solution for Y will become a power series in Yo. We note that the 
a1-coefficients stem exclusively from the linear parts of the equations. Th~s, requiring 
these coefficients to be zero must correspond to some dominant balance between 
linear terms. Since the solutions have form as power series in Yo, the behaviour a.t 
the outskirts of the soliton will be: 

(61) 

which means that the linear terms have to dominate at infinity. Substituting the 
a.hove expressions into the linearized versions of (9) and (10) we find 

(62) 

where 
K = ~sinh(kAx) 

Ax 2 
n = 2- sinh( kc.6.t ) 

At 2 
(63) 

Exploiting this relation and invoking the power series directly in the equations corre
sponding to (34) and (35) will simplify the arithmetics to some extent. Still, we have 
no intention of calculating the higher Yn. Neither will we attempt to derive bounds 
on the higher order coefficients, thereby leaving the question of convergence open. 

- --------·-- -·---------------- ----------- ______ .. ______ -----~---- ----·----------·------ -----------------~- -------------·-----------

4.5 Verification and comparison with simulation 

In the present subsection it is more convenient to describe the solitary waves in terms 
of the total wave height, A, instead of the perturbation parameter a. We will also 
introduce the renormalized quantities x, i and i/, which ate defined at the beginning 
of section 2 and confine the discussions to two dimensional cases. The exact solutiou 
will be denoted by TJ(e) for the analytical (non-discrete) as well as the discrete case. 
Correspondingly, TJ(o) and TJ(i) denote two levels of approximation. N a.tura.Ily, the 
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perturoation expansion aescrioea in section 4.1-4.3 is applicable-also to the ana.lytica.l 
case, just by putting 6x = 6t = 0. 

The zeroth order approximation to a soliton of height A is defined as: 

rJ(o) == AYo( 0) 

_n___. v'A( x --d'J __ 
1 

c= 1 +-A 
2 

Correspondingly the first order approximation is given by: 

where a(A) is a solution of: 

rJ(1) = aYo( 0) - ~a2 !Yo( fJ) 2 

e ~ (1 + ak1)vfa(x - d) 
1 2 

c = 1+2a + c2a 

1 2 A=a--fo. 
2 

( 64_) __ ----

(65) 

(66) 

The above definitions imply that the height of the soliton becomes correct, whereas 
the length, shape and speed will display deviations. 

Letting 6x, 6t ---+ 0 we find by some simple manipulations: 

1 5 2 3) 
c =_ 1 + 2° A - 24 A + 0( A (67) 

which is consistent with the result of [20]. In figure 1 we ha.v¢ compared the analytical 
1J(o) and rJ(i) to the "exact" soliton solution, rJ(e), of the set (3) and (4). This solution is 
obtained by accurate numerical integration as described in [19]. A similar procedure 
of solution is not available for the discrete case. For A = 0.1 the zeroth order solution 
follows rJ(e) closely, whereas the first order solution hardly can be distinguished from 
the exact one. Even for A = 0.5, which is clearly outside the validity range of the 
Boussinesq equations, both approximations agree well with rJ(e)· 

To confirm the validity of the perturbation expansion in the discrete case we have 
compared rJ(o) and rJ(i) to solutions of the difference equations (9) and (10) that a.re 
assumed to be to solitons. These solutions are generated by evolution from initial 
conditions. The corresponding analytical case is thoroughly analyzed by the inverse 
scattering technique [~6]. If the leading pulse that evolves reach a permanent state, 
we accept this as a soliton solution. In the computer calculations the exponentially 
decaying head and tail of the soliton have to be truncated, and care must be ta.ken 
to avoid that this will influence the solution. When a sol!ton solution of_ill_9._ll_~L 
(4) is used as initial conditions we find that the amplitude, A, changes slowly in 
time. Meanwhile a trough and a dispersive tail evolve. In figure 2 we have displayed 
A(t) for A0 = A(O) -:-- 0.1 and A0 ~ A(O) = 0.3. Both functions clearly seems to 
approach a finite limit as t-+ oo. The fluctuations, which are particularly noticeable 
for Ao = 0.3, are due to the spline interpolation that is used to find A(i). Such 
an interpolation is sensitive to the location of the maximum relative to the ncarcsL 
grid point. In figure 3 we have compared the calculated wave profiles to the various 
soliton solutions. The agreement between the discrete solution and 7J(i) is nearly 
perfect. These results strongly support the relevance of the perturbation solution. 
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Figure 1: Wave profiles. Dashed/dotted line : exact solution (iJ(eJ), fully dra.wn line 
: first order solution (iJ(l>), dashed line : zeroth order solution (i/(o))· Both ca.ses 
correspond to .6.x = D.i = 0. 

When the correction termB a.re retained (v = 1), we still get a noticeable decrease 
in amplitude relative to Ao. This is partly due to the initial conditions, which a.re 
not corrected. Anyway, the crucial point is that the wave profile which eventually 
evolves, is much closer to the exact one than for v ::z 0. This is illustrated in figure 4 

which displays profiles for the same set of parameters as figure 3a. The improvement 
of the numerical solution (marks) is substantial. The deviation between the discrete 
solution and 7J(i) is still small, but noticeably larger than in the previous ca.ses. Other 
comparisons have revealed that the accuracy of the perturbation solution becomes 
poorer when the correction terms a.re nearly equal to the dispersion terms. A mod
erate reduction of the grid increments causes 7](i) and the discrete solution to once 
a.gain coincide almost exactly, as shown in figure 5 

4.6 Three dimensional solutions 

In computer calculations, solitons of oblique orientation relative to the grid a.xcs 
generally must be treated as fully three dimension.al waves. It is possible to simula.t.e 

_only a finite length of the crest and some nontdvia.l conditions have ta applied at l..h.e 
lateral boundaries. The outcome of such calculations would be influenced as lea.st as 
much by these conditions as by the difference discretization itself. Thus, the question 
of existence of oblique solitons can not easily be answered through studies of evolution 
from initial conditions. We may state that whereas the discrete perturbation solution 
ma.de conclusions concerning the 2-D case firmer, more general and easier to reach, a. 
proper discussion of the 3-D solitons might rely entirely on the closed form solution. 
An exception is the case tan 1f; = .6.x/ .6.y, for which the discrete equations (3) a.nd 
( 4) reduce to their two dimensional form with cos 1/Jflx as new space increment. 
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Tnere are no tracea5Teailferences Eetween the cases 'ljJ = 0 and 'ljJ =I- 0 as far as the 
perturbation expansion is concerned. Therefore, it is likely that also oblique soliton 
solutions exist and are closely approximated by 7J(i). In figure 6 we have compared 
the approximate discrete solution 7J(i) to the full analytical solution 7J(e) for two sets 
of parameters giving different resolutions. The improvement due to the correction 

__ term ( v _ l)_is OJ:!(:e a~in ~pparent,_ <1.11d yi~ld_.s_goqg_ agrn~rni!Ilt eYen. for the_ coaJ·ser .. __ _ 
grid. 

4. 7 Asymmetric difference representations 

The use of up-wind differences for convective terms or any sort of explicitness in 
the time stepping will violate the symmetry of the difference equations. Generally, 
implicit equations like (9) and (10) must be solved by some iterative technique. This 
may, at least in principle, introduce asymmetry. The effect of up-winding or iteration 
will often be numerical dissipation which makes the existence of permanent wave 
forms unlikely. However, neither the Boussinesq equations (3), (4) nor the numerical 
counterparts are exactly energy conserving and solitary waves do still exist. In view 
of this, the question of existence of solitons for weakly asymmetric cases calls for a 
more careful discussion. Besides, it would be instructive to see how the perturbation 
scheme from the previous sections eventually fails. 

In (19] the continuity equation (9) is solved by pointwise iteration. If only one 
iteration is used this method correspond to an explicit representation of the nonlinear 
term yielding an error of order afl..t. Even though this error is comparatively small, 
it ca.uses a. noticeable growth in amplitude that rapidly makes the results worthless. 
Even the application of two iterations yield a very small, but observable, amplifica
tion which indicates that no permanent wave form do evolve. This is demonstrated 
in figure 7 which also shows that four iterations gives no apparent growth for the 
displayed time interval (t < 3000). The use of n iterations will give second order 
accuracy provided n > 1, but will also introduce an error of order 6.t2n+t in (34) 

which corresponds to a term of order an+t in (42). One implication is that we ha.ve 
to expand in half powers of a, even though 'the half powers less than n will vanish. 
Another is that we at stage n + ! obtain an equation 

(68) 

where q is a quadratic function of Yo an F is an odd function in the sense that 
F(O) = -F(-0). The odd term stems from the O(an+!) term in the counterpart 
of (42) which involves an odd number of derivations. However, no solution of (68) 
can vanish at both () = +oo and 0 = -oo unless the right hand side is even in 0. 
As _a co~~equenc~_the perturbation expansion __ brea.ks down. To proy_e.thc_fil.aterncnL 

. - -- concerning (68) we multiply both sides by Y~, integrate from () = -oo to 0 = +oo, 
apply integration by parts to the left hand side and finally invoke equation ( 48) to 
obtain: 

+oo 

{2uY~Y~+t + (iYo - l)YoYn+tH~: = j FY~dO 2 O (69) 
-oo 

For nonzero F this equation can be satisfied only if 

(70) 
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at 9 = oo or 9 = -oo. We may conclude that the soliton solution is violated for any 
finite number of iterations. Still, if n is large the higher order imperfection in the 
expansion will be noticeable only for extremely large times. For the present point wise 
iteration scheme, the growth in amplitude is so weak that even n = 2 will suffice in 
most cases. However, for the calculations on steady ship-wave patt~rns in [19] the 

_ effectof usigg only_two iteratio!llLWas nQtice<thk_and n_ was incre_a._sed tD_5. The_ 
actual calculations involved slow energy exchange between (nearly) solitons and were 
carried out for large time intervals. 

From the above discussion it also follows that up-wind differences will ruin the 
solitary wave solution. This is not the case for line by line iterations as described 
in [18], [19] and [20] which do not introduce odd error terms. Use of any kind of 
smoothing will, on the other hand, introduce damping which again may distort the 
soliton solution. 

5 Conclusions 

Applying perturbation expansions to the difference equations (9) and (10) we have 
established formal power series solutions corresponding to the cnoidal and soli t.ary 
wave. For the solitary wave the validity of the approach have been demonstrated by 
comparison between a two term approximation and the full (or presumably exact) 
solution, although no rigorous proof of convergence is given. The full solution is 
obtained by accurate numerical integration for the differential equations, and by time 
evolution of a steady permanent wave form in the 2-D discrete case. We conclude 
that discrete solitary waves do exist. 

Quantitatively, the perturbation solution shows that the phase speed becomes 
accurate regardless of the discretization and sometimes even of the consistency of the 
numerical method. As a consequence, propagation speed of solitary waves can not 
be used for validation of numerical methods. The discrete, closed form solution also 
reveals that the inclusion of simple correction terms improve the accuracy substan
tially for coarse grids. In two dimensions this is confirmed by computer calculations. 
In addition, the series solution gives information on the accuracy of representations 
of solitons that are oblique, in the sense that the direction of wave advance do not 
coincide with any of the grid axes. A proper investiga.tion of existence and accuracy 
of such discrete waves would be extremely difficult without access to "hand ma.de" 
solutions of the difference equations. 

Accurate representation of the second harmonic of a cnoida.l wave requires a. refl ncd 
grid mesh. This result is confined to small Ursell numbers, for modera.te a.ncl high 
Ursell numbers the behavior will probably be as for solitary waves. 

The methods used are iwwediately applicable to any symmetric a.nd homogeneous .. n- ----H

difference or element discretization. By symmetric we mean that all error terms a.re of 
even order in the grid increments. On the other hand, if the symmetry is violated by 
iterative equation solvers, up-winding, predictor -corrector representations etc, the 
perturbation expansion collapses. This is demonstrated for a case involving pointwise 
iteration. It is also shown that the absence of a perfect solitary wave solution is of no 
consequence, unless the number of iterations is very small. Genera.Uy the acceptable 
level for damping of the "imperfect solitons" depends on the other time scales of the 
actual problem. Anyway, the question of existence or damping rates of near solitons 
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